Genecis, which stands for Gender Education and Care, Interdisciplinary approaches to gender dysphoria in adolescence to create treatment approaches that optimize these young

Follow the science behind transgender care
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Genecis — which stands for Gender Education and Care, Interdisciplinary options for gender dysphoria in youth? There are a number of different treatment approaches recommended by WPATH

Dallas clinic: gender care for transgender kids halts hormone treatments for new patients

9 Building Resilience in Transgender and Gender Expansive Children, Families, and Communities: A Multidimensional Family Approach 9 Building Resilience but most families will not have access to the gender affirming model: an interdisciplinary approach to supporting transgender and gender expansive children

Students learn to solve contemporary problems using interdisciplinary dimensions of Critical Gender and Sexualities. The Global and Intercultural Studies co-major hybridizes humanities and social

Global and intercultural studies (gic) co-major

In recent interdisciplinary work, this general idea has been described as the “oneness hypothesis” (Ivanhoe 2015). The relationship between the self and the rest of the world at issue is more than the

The oneness hypothesis: beyond the boundary of self


Discursive research in practice

Generating evidence on screening, diagnosis, and management of non-communicable diseases during pregnancy: a scoping review of current gaps and practice in India with a comparison of Indian context.

The weekend jolt

Norfolk, VA, Dec. 16, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Old Dominion University researchers have discovered a potential major treatment approach central importance of the interdisciplinary cross